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A journey into the meaning of Arcadia
Ben OKRI
In Arcadia
Vintage
ANG R OKR
A group of angry and ill-assorted people accept an invitation to make a journey. Inspired by a painting and financed by a
mysterious benefactor, they set off to discover the real Arcadia. Or what remains of it.
Winner of the Booker Prize

Romans en Anglais
Three vampire tales
New Riverside
ANG SF THR
This collection of classic vampire tales not only features three of the most important works in the genre, but also a
historical analysis of vampire stories.

Scott ADAMS
I'm not anti-business, I'm anti-idiot
Boxtree
ANG BD ADA
This book revisits the cubicles of Dilbert for more fun with characters old and new.

Scott ADAMS
Random acts of management
Boxtree
ANG BD ADA
The more Adams mines the vein of office humour the richer it gets. Here is another collection of cartoons from the
man who feels our pain like no other. Learn the latest in inept management techniques, moronic mission statements
and the best way to avoid meetings from Dilbert and his merry mates.

Catherine ALLIOTT
Olivia's luck
Headline
ANG R ALL
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Olivia (Livvy) recounts the sudden breakdown of her 10-year marriage and the swings and roundabouts that follow.
Althoughâ€”or maybe becauseâ€”the novel is damning about the fate of marriages and the bad behaviour of men,
the story will strike a chord with many thirtysomething women.

David ALMOND
The Fire eaters
Hodder Children
ANG R ALM
McNulty's existence shakes young protagonist Bobby Burns to the core as he contemplates the end of the world (the
year is 1962 and the US and Soviet Union seem to be heading toward nuclear war), power, pain, class and death, as
well as friendship. The menace and sweetness in Bobby's life parallels the worlds, big and small, he inhabits...
Whitbread Children Book Award 2003

Paul AUSTER
The Book of illusions
Faber and Faber
ANG R AUS
This novel plunges the reader into a universe in which the comic and the tragic and the real and the imagined
dissolve into one another. One man's obsession with the mysterious life of a silent film star takes him on a journey
into a shadow world of lies, illusions and unexpected love.

Stephen BOOTH
Blood on the tongue
Harper Collins
ANG RP BOO
Guilt, sacrifice and redemption in a freezing Peak District winter in this tense psychological thriller from the acclaimed
author of Black Dog.

T.Coraghessan BOYLE
Drop city
Bloomsbury
ANG R BOY
Star has travelled to Drop City - 47 acres of commune in California - to be free from her home, from society's
constraints and to feel part of something important. But underneath the drugs, music and transcendent bliss, she
discovers tensions and rivalries that threaten to split the community.

Theresa BRESLIN
Whispers in the graveyard
Mammoth
ANG SF BRE
Solomon is full of anger with the teachers and his father, with his mother who has left him and with himself. He
cannot bear to be at home or at school. His refuge is one corner of the kirkyard, where nothing lives but a rowan tree.

Anita BROOKNER
The Best big thing
Penguin
ANG R BRO
Herz wondered if the people he passed on the street ruminated on lost causes, as he did. Try as he might to divert
himself, he could never escape the suspicion that he should be elsewhere. Herz is seventy-three and he must do
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something with the time left , but what ? Anita Brookner's masterpiece - the ultimate comedy about what it really
means to be old.

Dan BROWN
The Da Vinci code
Corgi
ANG RP BRO
Robert Langdon, Harvard Professor of symbology, receives an urgent late-night call while in Paris : the curator of the
Louvre has been murdered. Alongside the body is a series of baffling ciphers. Langdon and a gifted French
cryptologist, Sophie Neveu, are stunned to find a trail that leads to the works of Da Vinci - and further.

Dan BROWN
Angels and demons
Corgi
ANG RP BRO
Harvard symbologist Robert Langdon is shocked to find proof that the legendary secret society, the
Illuminatiâ€”dedicated since the time of Galileo to promoting the interests of science and condemning the blind faith
of Catholicismâ€”is alive, well, and murderously active.

Dan BROWN
Digital Forteress
Corgi
ANG RP BRO
When the NSA's invincible code-breaking machine encounters a mysterious code it cannot break, the agency calls in
its head cryptographer, Susan Fletcher, a brilliant and beautiful mathematician. What she uncovers sends shock
waves through the corridors of power.

Melvin BURGESS
Bloodtide
Penguin
ANG RP BUR
Set in the not-so-distant future, two rival gangs, the Volsons and the Connors, struggle for control of London, which is
now surounded by the halfman lands - a desolate place populated by creatures, halfmen, who were the result of
genetic experiments to create living killing machines.

James Lee BURKE
Jolie Blon's Bounce
Orion
ANG RP BUR
Three men are present when Amanda Boudreau is raped and murdered, and small-time hustler Tee Bobby Hulin's
prints are found at the crime scene. Dave Robicheaux reckons he's innocent, and Tee Bobby pleads so, then
attempts suicide in his holding cell. Why ?

Gennifer CHOLDENKO
Al Capone does my shirts
Bloomsbury
ANG R CHO
When Moose Flanagan and his family move to Alcatraz Island, home to the prison and some well-known criminals,
he is not hoping for much. But, with some ingenious plans and the help of his new friends, things get quite exciting for
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Moose - particularly when his sister Natalie gets involved.

Tom CLANCY
Red Rabbit
Penguin
ANG R CLA
Jack Ryan is a novice CIA Analyst. One of his first assignments is to debrief a high-level Soviet defector who tells an
amazing tale of officials planning to assassinate Pope John Paul II. In the end, however, it will not just be the Pope's
life, but the stability of the Western world that is at stake.

Harlan COBEN
Gone for good
Orion
ANG RP COB
Will Klein lost the love of his life and his brother in the same moment ...

Michael COLLINS
The Resurrectionists
Phoenix
ANG R COL
Brilliant and unsettling, a story of the unquiet dead set in a frozen North American town.

Michael CONNELY
The Black Ice
Orion
ANG RP CON
The corpse in the hotel room appears to be that of a missing LAPD narcotics officer. Rumours abound that he had
crossed - selling a new drug called Black Ice from Mexico - and the LAPD brass are quick to declare his death aside.
But Harry Bosch isn't so sure and begins his own investigation.

Michael CONNELY
Lost Light
Orion
ANG RP CON
Taut, pacy and with an agreeably dark atmosphere, this is a welcome return for the grizzled but all-to-human Harry
Bosch.

Sharon CREECH
Ruby Holler
Bloomsbury
ANG R CRE
Tiller and Sairy live a quiet life in Ruby Holler, their children have long since left home and they are happy with their
routines. Until one day they each decide they want to undertake a big adventure and they need companions to
accompany them.

Michael CRICHTON
Prey
Harper Collins
ANG R CRI
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In Prey, Michael Crichton introduces bad guys that are too small to be seen with the naked eye but who are no less
deadly or intriguing than the runaway dinosaurs that made 1990's Jurassic Park such a blockbuster success.

Clive CUSSLER
White death
Penguin
ANG R CUS
When a confrontation between a radical environmentalist group and a Danish cruiser erupts, Kurt Austin, leader of
NUMA's Special Assignment Team is forced to rescue a shipful of trapped men. However, after investigation, he
discovers that something far more sinister is at work.

Edwidge DANTICAT
Krik ? Krak !
Vintage (Contemporaries)
ANG R DAN
Nine stories describe life under dictatorship in Haiti and the experiences of families who fled to the United States to
start new lives.

Adam DAVIES
The Frog king
Riverhead
ANG R DAV

Charles DICKENS
Hard Times
Penguin
ANG R DIC

James ELLROY
Clandestine
Arrow
ANG RP ELL
Set in Los Angeles in the 1950s, this is the story of Frederick Underhill's dream to become the most celebrated
detective of all time. The death of a lonely woman soon gives him his chance but instead of finding his career on the
way up, Underhill finds his life about to collapse.

James ELLROY
Brown's Requiem
Arrow
ANG RP ELL
This is the story of Fritz Brown's nightmare, played out in the underworld of golf caddies, arson and incest, against a
backdrop of Los Angeles - surreal by night and bad by day. Brown, the ex-alcoholic private eye, is driven back to the
bottle and the gun.

Janet EVANOVICH
Full Tilt
Headline
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ANG RP EVA
Jamie Swift is running her family's newspaper in Beaumont, ready to marry the town's most eligible bachelor, and
getting her future locked in. Then mysterious, high-tech wonder boy Max Holt comes to town. Sexy, wisecracking
Max has turned from computers to crime-stopping. She calls him infuriating. They're a perfect couple...except for her
fiance and the arrival of two hitmen.

Pauline FISK
Sabrina Fludde
Bloomsbury
ANG R FIS
When Abren becomes conscious of her surroundings she is struggling to get out of the flooded river Severn with her
only possession, a beautifully embroidered cloth, clutched in her arms. What is she doing in the water, who is she,
and where can she go ? And so begins the unfolding of a story, like the river itself, that snakes and turns and
surprises the reader on every level.

Francis Scott FITZGERALD
The Crack-up and other short stories
Folio (Folio bilingue)
ANG R FIT BIL

Michael FRAYN
Spies
Faber & Faber
ANG R FRA
An old man returns to the scene of his seemingly ordinary suburban childhood. Stephen Wheatley is unsure of what
he is seeking but, as he walks once-familiar streets he hasn't seen in 50 years, he unfolds a story of childish games
colliding cruelly with adult realities.

Nicci FRENCH
Secret smile
Penguin
ANG RP FRE
Miranda Cotton thinks she's put boyfriend Brendan out of her life for good. But two weeks later, he's intimately
involved with her sister. Soon what began as an embarrassment becomes threatening - then even more terrifying
than a girl's worst nightmare. Because this time Brendan will stop at nothing to be part of Miranda's life - even if it
means taking it from her ...

Stephen FRY
MOAB is my washpot
Arrow
ANG R FRY
Stephen Fry is one of the great originals... This autobiography of his first twenty years is a pleasure to read, mixing
outrageous acts with sensible opinions in bewildering confusion...

Neil GAIMAN
Coraline
Bloomsbury
ANG R GAI
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Just as the mice did not get Coraline's name wrong their warning message was also not wrong. She finds a secret
corridor behind a locked door, a corridor that takes her into a house very similar to her own, but with counterfeit
parents and a terrible quest on which her survival, and more, depends.

Lisa GARDNER
The Other daughter
Orion
ANG RP GAR
A man who has been executed for multiple murder, a girl who knows nothing of her past, and the horrifying
connection between them.

Elizabeth GEORGE
A Suitable vengeance
Bantam
ANG RP GEO
Detective Inspector Thomas Lynley, 8th Earl of Asherton, has brought to Howenstow, his ancestral home, the woman
he wishes to marry. But the savage murder of a local journalist soon becomes the catalyst for a lethal series of
events which shatters the calm of the picturesque Cornish community.

John GILSTRAP
Scott Free
Penguin
ANG RP GIL
When Scott O'Toole accepts a lift in a Cessna to a late-night concert, the plane crashes in a storm, the pilot is killed
and Scott finds himself lost and alone in a frozen wilderness. Miles from anywhere and anyone, at the mercy of the
brutal elements, he must dig deep to survive.

Sue GRAFTON
Q is for quarry
Pan
ANG RP GRA
She was a "Jane Doe", an unidentified white female whose decomposed body was discovered near a quarry off
California's Highway 1. The case fell to the Santa Teresa County Sheriff's Department, but the detectives had little to
go on, and after months of investigation, the murder remained unsolved. That was eighteen years ago. Now the two
men who found the body, both nearing the end of long careers in law enforcement, want one last shot at the case...

Jane GREEN
Babyville
Penguin
ANG R GRE
To have a baby or not to have a baby, that is the question that's facing Jane Green's heroines in her fifth novel,
Babyville. Julia, Maeve and Sam are pondering the pros and cons of procreation ; the effect that it could have on
their lives.

Roberta GREGORY
Bitchy's College daze
Fantagraphics Books
ANG BD GRE B2
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Neil GRIFFITHS
Betrayal in Naples
Penguin
ANG RP GRI
Jim Wolf thought that we was going for a short break in southern Italy before starting a new job. but things never go
as planned and when he meets Lousia, an ex-girlfriend from London, his life takes a thrilling but dangerous turn for
the worst.

John GRISHAM
The Last juror

ANG R GRI
In 1970, one of Mississippi's weekly newspapers, The Ford County Times, went bankrupt. To the surprise and
dismay of many, ownership was assumed by a 23 year-old college drop-out, named Willie Traynor. The future of the
paper looked grim until a young mother was brutally raped and murdered by a member of the notorious Padgitt
family...

Joanne HARRIS
Coastliners
Black Swan
ANG R HAR
When Mado, a spirited local girl, returns to Les Salants after a ten-year absence, she finds her home threatened,
both by the tides and the machinations of a local entrepreneur.

Lian HEARN
Across the nightingale floor
Picador
ANG R HEA T1
Brought up in a remote mountain village among the Hidden, a reclusive and spiritual people, Takeo has learned only
the ways of peace. Why, then, does he possess the deadly skills that make him so valuable to the sinister Tribe ?
These supernatural powers will lead him to his violent destiny within the walls of Inuyama.

Patricia HIGHSMITH
A Game for the living
Penguin
ANG RP HIG
Ramon and Theodore, friends and both lovers of Lelia, become prime suspects when she is found murdered and
must find the real killer in order to prove their innocence.

Graham HURLEY
Angels passing
Orion
ANG RP HUR
DI Joe Faraday is on the case, but his investigation is hampered when resources are switched to a murder enquiry
prompted by the discovery of the body of a small time crook on wasteland north of the city.

Siri HUSTVEDT
What I loved
Sceptre
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ANG R HUS
What I Loved is a deeply touching elegiac novel that mourns for the New York artistic life, which was of a time but
now has goneâ€”by extension, it is about all losses swept away by mischance and time. Half-blind and alone, Leo
tells us of marriage and friendship, and makes the sheer fragility of what seemed forever not only his subject, but
perhaps the only subject worth considering.

Greg ILES
Sleep no more
Coronet
ANG R ILE
John Waters is a successful petroleum geologist with the perfect family. Then one day his world is turned inside out
by a single word spoken from the lips of the stunning Eve Sumner. One solitary word that takes him back a decade to
another woman and the most passionate of affairs.

P.D. JAMES
A Taste for death
Penguin
ANG RP JAM
Two bodies, their throats cut with brutal precision, lie in a waste of blood in the dingy vestry of St Matthew's Church,
Paddington. One is an alcoholic tramp ; the other, Sir Paul Berowne, a recently resigned Minister of the Crown.
Dalgliesh arrives to begin his investigations.

Cathy KELLY
Someone like you
Harper & Collins
ANG R KEL
Cathy Kelly's Someone Like You is the uplifting tale of three thirtysomething women who meet on holiday in Egypt
and become close friends. Emma, Leonie and Hannah are all at different stages in their lives but have one thing in
commonâ€”each one is waiting for that final jigsaw piece to slot into place, the elusive thing that will make them truly
happy.

Sue Monk KIDD
The Secret life of bees
Penguin
ANG R KID
Lily has grown up believing she acciden-tally killed her mother when she was four. She not only has her own memory
of holding the gun, but her father's account of the event. Now fourteen, she yeams for her mother. Living on a peach
farm in South Carolina with her father, she has only one friend : Rosaleen, a black servant whose sharp exterior
hides a tender heart. When racial tension explodes one summer afternoon, and Rosaleen is arrested and beaten, Lily
is compelled to act.

Jamaica KINCAID
Mr Potter
Vintage
ANG R KIN
In this luminous new novel, Jamaica Kincaid tells the story of an ordinary man. The island of Antigua comes vibrantly
to life under the gaze of Mr Potter, an illiterate taxi chauffer who makes his living driving a navy blue Hillman along
the wide-open roads that pass the only towns he has ever seen and the graveyard where he will be buried.
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Stephen KING
Dreamcatcher
Nel
ANG SF KIN
Four childhood friends, united by secrets, are caught in the quarantine zone when something crashes into the remote
forests of Maine ; and the question becomes who will avoid being eaten alive by alien fungi, torn from the inside by
alien ferrets, possessed by alien minds or menaced by a psychotic military commander ?

Barbara KINGSOLVER
The Poisonwood Bible
Faber and Faber
ANG R KIN
Nathan Price, a fierce evangelical Baptist takes his family and mission to the Belgian Congo in 1959. Nathan's wife
and four daughters tell their story in alternating chapters.

Hari KUNZRU
The Impressionist
Penguin
ANG R KUN
Set in the early 1900's in India, it follows the life of a boy who finds his identity is not all he thinks...

David LAWRENCE
The Dead sit round in a ring
Penguin
ANG RP LAW
Jimmy Stone died of a broken heart. Literally - someone put a sharp object between his ribs and pushed, hard. He
was found sitting in a circle with three other corpses in the living room of a Notting Hill flat. Notting Hill is DS Stella
Mooney's patch, so it's up to her to discover who broke this heart of Stone's. The begining the DS Stella Mooney
series.

John LE CARRE
The Constant gardener
Coronet
ANG R LEC
Tessa Quayle has been horribly murdered on the shores of Lake Turkana in Northern Kenya, the birthplace of
mankind. Her putative African lover, a doctor with one of the aid agencies, has disappeared. Her husband, Justin, a
career diplomat and amateur gardener at the British High Commission in Nairobi, sets out on a personal odyssey in
pursuit of the killers and their motive.

Elmore LEONARD
Tishomingo Blues
Penguin
ANG RP LEO
A high diver, turned pro in 79, who's fetched up at the Tishomingo Lodge & Casino, diving from an eighty-foot-high
platform into a tank with nine feet of water. Dennis just loves his job. Too bad then that his pleasure is spoiled when
one day he witnesses a killing from his position high up in the sky.

Doris LESSING
The Diaries of Jane Somers
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Flamingo (Flamingo modern classic)
ANG R LES
The diaries introduce us to Jane, an intelligent and beau-tiful magazine editor concerned with success, clothes and
comfort. After her husband, then her mother, die from cancer she befriends ninety-something Maudie, whose poverty
and squalor contrast with her own life.

Robert LUDLUM
The Janson directive
Orion
ANG R LUD
Retired US agent Paul Janson, is lured back to the old game. He sets up a near-impossible "exfiltration" opera-tion to
pull Novak from his massively guarded prison, and against all the odds seems on the very brink of sucess when...

Catherine MACPHAIL
Dark waters
Bloomsbury
ANG R MAC

Graham MARKS
How it works
Bloomsbury
ANG R MAR
Seb is convinced that he has a guardian angel and he is determined to find out who he is. But searching for a
guardian angel is no easy task ! Vivid and atmospheric, this is a novel for all young adults who want to read books
with bite.

Ed McBAIN
Fat Ollie's Book
Orion
ANG RP MCB
Another 87th precinct novel.

Mil MILLINGTON
Things my girlfriend and I have argued about
Flame
ANG R MIL
A rupturingly funny and sparklingly original first novel about love, fatherhood, librarians and Anglo-German relations.
From the creator of the cult website, Things my Girlfriend and I have Argued About, who was named as one of The
Guardian's top 5 debut novelists for 2002.

Alan MOORE
Tom Strong
America's best comics
ANG BD MOO T1

Sheila O'FLANAGAN
Too good to be true
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Headline
ANG R OFL
Within days of arriving in New York for a shopping holiday, Carey Browne has met and married Ben Russell - but not
everyone at home is convinced that this is more than a holiday romance. Carey and Ben are about to discover
whether they've found the kind of love that can survive a blast of reality.

Joyce Carol OATES
I'll Take you there
4th Estate
ANG R OAT
This book is an astonishingly intimate and unsparing self-portrait of a young woman who comes of age in the most
turbulent of American decades. 'Anellia' â€” as she sometimes calls herself â€” is a student at Syracuse University,
the first time she has lived away from her family. Through a triptych of events, the atoms of 'Anellia's' life come
together as she begins her journey into adulthood.

Sara PARETSKY
Blacklist
Penguin
ANG RP PAR
When an old woman becomes suspicious of goings on in her old home, V.I. Warsharwski is called in. A dead
journalist puts her on a trail that leads back to the McCarthy era and to the distinguished Calvin Bayard. There is
more than a whiff of anti-Communism and anti-Islamic hysteria in the air.

Una-Mary PARKER
Dark passions
Headline
ANG R PAR
Antonia Murray, the successful owner of Murray Properties Ltd, wants a loving man and a family. Most of her time is
spent in her office, so she advertises in the personal columns. When gorgeous Colin Holbrook responds she is
certain she has found her man. But appearances can be deceptive.

Julie PARSONS
The Guilty Heart
Pan
ANG R PAR
Whilst Nick spent an afternoon in bed with his neighbour, his son Owen went missing and was never found. Now, ten
years later, he has returned from the USA with a desire to assuage his guilt and face up to his past. Little does he
realize that his investigations will unleash further violence.

Richard PRICE
Clockers
Bloomsbury
ANG R PRI
Rocco Klein, veteran homicide detective, has had enough of life on the edge. When a warm summer night brings yet
another drug-related murder, he has no sense that the case is anything special.

Anne PROULX
That old ace in the hole
Fourth Estate
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ANG R PRO
A richly textured story of one man's struggle to make good in the inhospitable ranch country of the Texas panhandle,
told with razor wit and a masterly sense of place.

Ian RANKIN
A Question of blood
Orion
ANG RP RAN
Two seventeen-year-olds are killed by an ex-Army loner who has gone off the rails. As Detective Inspector John
Rebus puts it, 'there's no mystery ... except the why'. But this question takes Rebus into the heart of a shattered
community. Ex-Army himself, Rebus becomes fascinated by the killer, and finds he is not alone. Army investigators
are on the scene, and won't be shaken off.

Kathy REICH
Grave secrets
Arrow
ANG RP REI
Dr. Temperance Brennan, forensic anthropologist for the medical examiners in Montreal and North Carolina, departs
from home turf to journey to Guatemala, where her skills will be tested to the limit. She'll work on one of the more
heartbreaking cases of her career, searching the remains of mass graves for the bodies of women and children.

Arundhati ROY
The God of small things
Flamingo
ANG R ROY
Set against a background of political turbulence in Kerala, this novel tells the story of twins Esthappen and Rahel.
Amongst the vats of banana jam and heaps of peppercorns in their grandmother's factory they try to craft a childhood
for themselves amidst what constitutes their family.

Hubert SELBY
Waiting Period
Marion Boyars
ANG R SEL
A man pulls back from the brink of suicide when his application to buy a gun with which to shoot himself is delayed.
Instead of throwing his life away, he decides to spend all his time and effort disposing of those who he feels deserve
to die.

Will SELF
Dorian : an imitation
Penguin
ANG R SEL
It is 1981 and the "Royal Broodmare", as Henry Wotton calls her, is about to be married. Wotton, an uneasy
homosexual and an egregious drug-addict, and his friend Baz have found a remarkable young man Dorian Gray, the
epitome of male beauty. 16 years later and the Princess is dead. As the stock market soars and their T-cell counts
plummet, what has happened to Henry, Baz and Dorian ?

Danzy SENNA
From Caucasia, with love
Bloomsbury
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ANG R SEN
Birdie and her sister just want to be normal but it's difficult growing up with a black academic father and a white
activist mother. Soon her parents' relation-ship becomes strained and they split, Cole going to Brazil with her father,
while she goes on the road with her mother as they flee the FBI.

Robyn SISMAN
Just friends
Penguin
ANG R SIS
Freya and Jack are just friends - which is fine until she moves into his New York apartment. The strain of living
together threatens their friendship...

Boston TERAN
Count out the Dead
Pan
ANG RP TER
When a Los Angeles construction scandal threatens to blow sky-high, suspicions soar, and an investigative reporter
unco-vers enough material to bring prominent careers crashing to an end. Behind the scenes, one woman thinks
she's pulling the strings : she plots the downfall of her enemies and the survival of the one person she trusts : herself.

William Makepeace THACKERAY
Vanity fair
Penguin (Penguin clasics)
ANG R THA
Vanity Fair follows the story of two women - the clever, beautiful yet poor Becky Sharp and her companion Amelia
Sedley : amiable, rich and a real goody-two-shoes.

Adrian TOMINE
Summer blonde
Drawn and Quaterly Publications
ANG BD TOM
Summer blonde collects four stories, each exploring conflicts of urban detachment and misguided emotional
gratification. Tomine explores nuance of character as revealed by life's more typical crises : losing a job, having an
annoying neighbor or flirting with someone you shouldn't...

P.J. TRACY
Want to play ?
Penguin
ANG RP TRA
The slaying of an old couple in small town America looks like one-off act of brutal retribution. But at the same time, in
Minneapolis, teams of detectives scramble to stop a sickeningly inventive serial killer striking again in a city paralysed
by fear. When the two separate investigations converge on an isolated catholic boarding school, decades old secrets
begin to fall away.

Joanna TROLLOPE
Girl from the South
Black Swan
ANG R TRO
Coming to London to escape her family, Gillon meets Tilly, whose boyfriend Henry is a wildlife photographer finding it
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hard to commit. Gillon moves into their flat, replacing Henry's mate William, William's girlfriend Susie and lots of mess
and disorganization.

Alisa VALDES-RODRIGUEZ
The Dirty girls social club
Arrow
ANG R VAL
The Dirty Girls Social Club was formed by six very different Latina women who met at college in Boston and swore
they'd be friends for the rest of their lives.

Chris WARE
Jimmy Corrigan : The Smartest kid on earth
Panthéon
ANG BD WAR
Ware is the most versatile and innovative artist the medium has known, arguably the greatest achievement of the
form ever
Guardian Book Award 2001

Bill WATTERSON
CALVIN AND HOBBS
1. Thereby hangs a tale
2. One day the wind will change
3. In the shadow of the night
Warner Books
ANG BD WAT C1 & C2 & C3

Benjamin ZEPHANIAH
Face
Bloomsbury
ANG R ZEP
Set in this East End of fish and chips and curry, rap clubs and racism, Face is the story of Martin Turner and his gang
of three : their reactions when some-thing terrible happens to Martin's face.

Benjamin ZEPHANIAH
Refugee Boy
Bloomsbury
ANG R ZEP
Alem is on holiday with his father for a few days in London. He has never been out of Ethiopia before and is very
excited. They have a great few days togther until one morning when Alem wakes up in the bed and breakfast they
are staying at to find the unthinkable. His father has left him.

Romans en Allemand
Friedrich ANI
Süden und der Luftgittarist
KNAUR
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ALL RP ANI
Bei der ersten Stadtmeisterschaft im Luftgitarres-pielen ist Südens Kollege Martin Heuer nach der Vorrunde
zweit-bester Teilnehmer - da ist plötzlich sein härtester Konkurrent unauffindbar. Gemeinsam mit Süden und dem
Team vom Dezernat 11 macht sich Heuer auf die Suche : Sie finden einen Abschiedsbrief und eine Frau, die taub ist
und alles versteht, aber nichts sagen will ...

Ingeborg BACHMANN
Simultan
Piper (Piper)
ALL R BAC
Ein Zyklus von fünf Erzählungen, die 1972 erstmals erschienen.

Hermann BROCH
Der Tod des Vergil
Suhrkamp
ALL R BRO
Der erste Teil (Wasser - Die Ankuft) beschreibt die Rückkehr des todkranken Dichters Vergilius Publius Maro mit der
kaiserlichen Flotte des Augustus in Brundisium. In Kontrast zum sonst entrückten Dasein des Künstlers führt der
Weg durch die Elendsviertel am Hafen und die sich in Massentiere verwandelnden Menschen hinauf in den Palast.
Die Sänfte begleitet ein Knabe, der, später nur für Vergil sichtbar, als Lysanias eine messianische Botschaft
veran-schaulicht

Carina BURMAN
Die Zehnte Göttin des Gesangs
Gustav KiepenHeuer
ALL R BUR
Uppsala 1909. Elisabet Gran - 25 Jahre alt, Dozentin der Literaturwissens-chaft und einzige Frau an der Fakultät geht mit ihrem Professor eine Wette ein. Gelingt es ihr, Lebenszeugnisse der Poetin Sophia Elisabeth Brenner
(1659-1730), genannt die schwedische Sappho, aufzuspüren, liegt ihr die wissenschaftliche Welt zu Fü
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